What is Clock Yourself?
Clock Yourself is a brain game that moves you.
It challenges you to think faster and react faster on your
feet and it makes physical exercise interesting and fun!
This app offers you different challenges to choose from.
Every challenge will stimulate your brain in a different way.

Clock Yourself was designed so that nobody is too smart or
too agile for these exercises. It is sometimes used by athletes.
Clock Yourself is also adjustable for people who need their
exercise to be very simple or very slow.
First build your confidence by starting with the simpler
exercise challenges. You don't have to master one challenge
before you try another. You can explore more complex
challenges when you feel like trying something new.
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How to install Clock Yourself
Clock Yourself can be installed on a tablet or smart phone.
It's not built for windows phones or desktop computers.
You need to be connected to the internet to download the
app, but you don't need to have an internet connection to
use the app once it has been downloaded.
If you have an Apple device you can purchase the app from
the Apple app store. If you have an android device you can
purchase the app from the Google Play app store.

The app store icon should be on the main screen of your
phone or tablet. Touch it to open the app store.
Google Play icon

Apple icon

When the app store opens, there will be a search box with a
magnifying glass. Touch it then type 'Clock Yourself' .
The Clock Yourself app listing will appear in the app store.
Touch this icon.
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To purchase the app, press the button with the price e.g.
$2USD . This will be a once-off charge to your linked credit
card or paypal account. It is not a recurring fee.
If you can not find the price, there may be a similar button
that says "GET' or "INSTALL'.
The app store will then ask you for your user ID and
password. This was set up when you first got your tablet or
smartphone. If you don't know it, you may be able to reset it
using the email address associated with your account.
With some devices, you may be asked to identify yourself
with your thumb print instead, by touching your thumb in an
area below the screen.
Everyone's phone or tablet configuration is different.
Some people have a credit card linked to their account and
others will not. It is therefore difficult to give you step-bystep advice about how to make the app purchase.
If the process confuses you, consider asking a friend or
relative who is more familiar with downloading apps to help.
Once you've purchased the app, it will start downloading to
your device. It may take a minute.
To open the app, find this icon and touch it to open the app.
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The main screen looks like this

The side menu
expands from the
top left corner.

The help button is in
the top right corner.

A tally of your
daily
step count is
displayed
at the bottom

Each of these
challenges
opens up a
unique
play screen
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Simple Colours challenges you to step faster in
4 directions by visualising a coloured circle
beneath your feet.

The Simple Clock challenges you to step faster in
12 directions by visualising a simple clock
beneath your feet.

Brain Games challenges your working memory and
other higher cognitive functions by visualising
abstract clocks beneath your feet.

Coordination challenges you to synchronising your
arm movements with your steps, and add extra
movements such as squats.

Complex Combinations allow you to design your own
individualised challenge.
In the options menu you can tick boxes to combine
clocks, movements and languages.

Athletic Agility challenges you to really pump up
the intensity of your workouts with jumps and
high level agility.
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Before you get started...
Can we talk about safety?
When doing exercises that challenge your balance it's
safest to wear enclosed shoes that fit you well, with a
broad sole and good grip.

Good
choice

Terrible
idea

General health concerns
Movement is medicine. On the other hand, there is an
inherent risk of injury with all movement.
If you're not used to exercising, it is wise to discuss a new
exercise routine with your doctor first. This is particularly
important for people with cardiac, respiratory, neurological or
endocrine conditions.
Risk of falling
Clock Yourself was designed by a physiotherapist to
accommodate people with a range of abilities, but it won't be
suitable for everyone.
The app is not able to assess or guarantee your safety.
If you're concerned about falling, consult a physiotherapist
(Physical Therapist) for a balance assessment and
individualised advice about using this app.
.
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Start simple then scale up
If you're new to Clock Yourself, select a simple challenge, and
watch the instructions video. Start at a slow speed and then
increase the speed gradually.
The quality and speed of your stepping is probably a greater
priority than the complexity of the game.
If you start getting bored with an exercise, that's when you
might try a new challenge and scale up the complexity.

Setting up
You'll need enough room to safely take a large step in any
direction from the centre of that circle.
It helps to have your device propped up on a table so you can
see the screen while you learn the exercises.
The instructions videos have no audio, but make sure your
sound is turned up so you can hear the audio once you get
started with the exercises.
Remember, all good games tend to have quite a few rules.
If you were playing a board game you'd probably need to
read the instructions a few times before you truly understand
what to do. Approach Clock Yourself the same way.
Each challenge has it's own instructions video, but there are
some game rules that apply to all of the challenges, so start
by familiarising yourself with them.
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The rules

Set up somewhere uncluttered when you can visualise a large
circle on the floor around your feet.
In every challenge, the screen will show you a circle to
visualise beneath your feet. You will need to imagine that
your feet are positioned in the centre of the circle.
The first challenge has a simple simple circle divided into
four colours. This is what it looks like

Example of the circle
on the screen

Example of the circle
imagined on the floor
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The circle will become more and more interesting and
complex as you try new challenges. Here are some examples.

You should rely more on your hearing than your vision for
these exercises.. Looking at the screen is necessary at first,
bu it inevitably slows you down.
You'll be able to step a bit faster if you can eventually
memorise and then visualise a mental image of the circle.
Every time you try a new exercise challenge, just prop
up this device on a table or a shelf in front of you so you can
see the picture on the screen until you get used to it.
It will take some practice and some patience, but the process
of learning something new is so healthy for your brain!
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Listen to the audio, and then step one foot out to the
position it says. There's no need to rotate your leg or twist
your foot to point your toes towards your target.You can
keep your toes generally facing forwards.
For example, with the simple colour challenge, when the
audio prompt says "red" you should face straight ahead, but
step your left foot diagonally behind you to the red area of
the circle, and put your whole foot down, including your heel.

Keep one foot in the centre of the circle at all times while you
step with the other foot.
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Use your left foot when you step out to the left half of the
circle. Use your right foot when you step to the right half of
the circle.
For example, with the simple clock challenge, if the audio
prompt says "three", you should first recall that number 3 is on
the right side of the clock, then you'd choose your right foot to
step sideways to number 3.

It doesn't matter which foot you choose when stepping on a
clock to numbers 12 and 6.

Once you've taken a step out to the edge of your circle,
remember to return your foot to the centre of your circle again,
immediately. The app won't remind you to return your foot to
the centre; you'll need to remember to return it yourself after
every step.
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This last rule is about optimising the quality of your steps.
You can use Clock Yourself to train the type of step that
might catch you if you were falling. To be effective, those
steps must be LARGE and FAST, and they must carry your
body weight.
Make sure you transfer your body weight onto the foot.
That means moving your head, shoulders and pelvis in the
direction of your step.

Ok, it's time for you to Clock Yourself !
Now choose a simple challenge from the main screen.
Press the coloured button and a play screen will open up.
Have fun!
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Example of a play screen
You can touch to
hear the word
pronounced
e.g. "one"

Press Back
if you want to
return to the
main screen

Press
Duration to
pre-set how
many
minutes
you'd like to
exercise

Press Speed
to speed it up
or slow it
down

Press
Instructions for
video
instructions

Press Start
to start the exercise
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Press Options
to customise the
exercise

A person who never
made a mistake never
tried anything new.
– Albert Einstein
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